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Abstract 
Laforgia, A. and M.L. Mathis, Additional monotonic&y results for the zeros of Bessel functions, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 135-139. 
Monotonic properties for the zeros c,,~, k = 1, 2,. . . , of the general Bessel function C,(x; a>, with respect to k 
and with respect to v, are proved. The proofs are based on the Sturm comparison theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently many monotonicity results have been established for the zeros of classical orthogo- 
nal polynomials and Bessel functions. The main tool of these investigations was the Sturm 
comparison theorem [2-4,6]. 
In this paper we are concerned with two further monotonic properties of the zeros c,,~, 
k= 1,2,..., of the general cylinder function 
C,(x) = C,(x; fx) =:JV(x) cos cy - Y,(x) sin cy, 0 <cu < 7r. 
Here J,(x) and Y,(x) denote the Bessel functions of the first and the second kind, respectively. 
In Theorem 2.1 we consider monotonicity properties with respect to k and in Theorem 3.1 
monotonicity properties with respect to V. 
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The proofs of the theorems are based on the Sturm comparison theorem in the following 
form [7, p.191 modified in [I]. 
Lemma 1.1. Let the functions y and Y be nontrivial solutions of the differential equations 
yU =f(x)y = 0, Y”=F(x)Y=O, 
and let them have consecutive zeros at x1, x2,. . . , x, and X,, X,, . . . , X,, respectively, on an 
interval (a, b). Suppose that f and F are continuous, that 
f(x) <F(x), a <x <Xm, 
and that 
x\y+ [ Y’(X>Y(X> - Y(X)Y’(X)l = 0. 
Then 
Xk<xk, k=1,2 ,..., m. 
2. Monotonicity with respect to k 
Theorem 2.1. Let c,,~ denote the kth positive zero in increasing order of the general Bessel 
function C,(x). Suppose that 
c,,~ >f(v), for v> -1. 
Then for each k = 1, 2,. . . the function (c,,~+~ - f(v))/(c,,k - f(v)> decreases as k increases in 
the following cases : 
(i) v2 < +; 
(ii) v2 > f and c, 1 > p-q 
Proof. The function y(x) =x ‘12C (x) y satisfies the differential equation [8, p.951 
y”+ (I+ y)y=o. 
Therefore the function 
zv,k = [ f (‘) + @v,k -f(t’))$‘2C,[f(v) + (cv,k -f(v))x] 
satisfies the differential equation 
2” +p+(+ = 0, 
where 
1 
4-V 
2 
Pv,k(X) = (%,k -f(v))2 ’ + 
[f(v) + h,k -f(‘))‘]’ 
(1) 
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(2) 
In case (i) any term on the right-hand side is positive, and since c,,k < c,,k+r, we have 
I)v,kcX) -%,k+dX)* 
For v2 > i we have to prove that 
(%k -f(v))2 
v2_ + 
’ - [f(v) + (cv,k -f(v))x]2 
1 
< +v,k+l -f(v))2 ’ - 
g-_ f 
1 [f(v) + @v,k+l -f(v))x12 * 
clearly (c,,k - fb>>2 < (c,,k+l -fb>>“. 
On the other hand, the second factor on the left-hand side is less than the second factor on 
the right-hand side. Thus in any case we have PV,k(x) <Pv,k+r (x). We observe that in the case 
v2 > $ we need the further hypothesis 
f(v) + &,k -f(v))x > l/G, 
in order to ensure that PV,k(x) > 0. When x = 1, this gives 
(3) 
C ,,,k > /v”-$, 
and condition (3) is satisfied if x > 1. 
So we can compare the differential equations 
ZM +p,,k(x)z = 0 and z” +Pv,k+I(x)z = 0. 
The solution .z,,~ of the first equation and the solution z, k+r of the second equation have a 
common zero at x = 1. Moreover, P,,&(x) <I)v,k+I(x). Th ’ us we can apply the Sturm comparison 
theorem, leading to 
C v&+2-f(‘) cv,k+l -f(‘) 
C u,k+l-f(U) < &k-f(v) ’ for k=1y2p**.7 
which gives the conclusion of the theorem. q 
Coro1h-y 2.2. Let jv,k 
Then 
denote the kth positive zero of the Bessel function J,(x) of the first kind. 
Cal (jv,k+l - v>/(jv,k - v) decreases as k increases, for k = 1, 2,. . . , v > - 1; 
(b) j;:k+\-(( 
j,,, + 1.542 889 743 v - 0.175 493 592 v”) 
v,k J~,~ + 1.542 889 743 v - 0.175 493 592 v”) 
decreases as k increases, for k = 1, 2,. . . , v > 0. 
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The lower bounds for jV 1 have been proved in [5]. It is clear that we can prove many 
properties of this kind consihering other lower bounds for jV,l. 
3. Monotonic@ with respect to the order 
Theorem 3.1. Let c,_~ denote the kth positive zero in increasing order of the general Bessel 
function C,(x). Suppdie that 
c,,I>f(v), for ~2 -1. 
Then for each k = 2, 3,. . . the function (c,+,,~+~ - f(V>>/(cY+E.k -f(v)> decreases as 
increases. 
When 0 < (Y =$ $r, the result holds even in the case k = 1. When ir < LX < n, the result 
for k = 1 in the following cases: 
(i) V* G i and c:,~c,,~ > v (’ = d/dv); 
(ii) v* > d and c, 1 > {z-g. 
E>O 
holds 
Proof. As before we consider the differential equation (1) were I)~,~(x) is given by (2). We prove 
that 
pV,Jx) <pV+&x), for E > 0, x 2 1, k = 2, 3,. . . . (4) 
Indeed we get immediately 
lim PJX) = (q+ -f (4)’ < (c,++ -f(v))* = x~m_pY+E,k(X). 
X’+W 
For V* G i, P~,~(x) decreases with x > 1 from p,,,(l) 
increases with x > 1 from p,,,(l) to (cy,k -f(v))*. 
to (cy,k -f(v))*. For V* > $7 Pv,k(X) 
To prove that pJ1) <P,,+~,~ (l), it is sufficient to show that 
l f - (v + E)’ P V+E,k(l) = (cv+,,k -f (4)” 1+ ’ i c,2+c k 
is an increasing function of the variable E. 
We have to study the sign of the function 
d 
E?(E) = -&Pv+& 
_ 2(c V+~~k-f(v))[(y+E)f(+V+~,~+(f-(~+~)2)f(+~+~,~ 
&,k 
+c* (c’ v+e,k v+e,kCv+,,k 
The property c,,k > v is true if k 2 2. It leads to 
C :+,,k’v+,,k > ’ + ‘7 
and, for (v + E)* =S a, g(E) > 0. 
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For (V + l 1’ > f, by c:+~,~ >(y + l )’ - i, we get 
z’+“~ -‘(‘)) [+ + E)f(V)Cv+,,k --f(V)C:+,,kC,2+,,k 
+c2 (c’ v+e,k v+r,k’v+s,k - (v + 41 
2(C = Y+E,k -fw (c,+,,k -f(Y))(C’ 
&e,k 
r+e,k’v+s,k - (v + E)), 
and this shows that g(E) > 0. In this case, the property c,,k > /zJ”- f ) k 2 2, ensures that 
,P~,~(x) >0 if x 2 1. 
We conclude that pV+<,k (1) increases with E > 0, hence p,,,(l) <p,,+&(l), and (4) followS. 
Then we can compare the differential equations 
zn +p,,k(X)z = 0 and z” +&+&)Z = 0. 
The solutions z,,k and z,,+,,k have a common zero at x = 1. Using (4) and the Sturm theorem, 
we have 
C v+e,k+l -f@) < ‘v,k+l -f+) , 
u+E,k -f(‘) ‘v,k -f(‘) 
for k = 2 3 
7 )... . 
C 
(5) 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem we have to consider the case k = 1. In general 
it is not true that c,,r > V, but when 0 < (Y G $T it is so: therefore (4) and (5) hold. 
When $T < (Y < T, we need the following hypotheses: 
(9 if Y* < i, c: rc, 1 > v in order to ensure that g(E) > 0; 
(ii) if v2 > a, c,:r >‘/x in order to ensure that p,,,(x) > 0 for x > 1 and g(E) > 0. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 0 
As in Corollary 2.2, we can prove many properties of this kind for the zeros jy,k of the Bessel 
function J,(x), considering various lower bounds for jy,r. 
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